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COCKTAILSthere are better things in life than 
alcohol…… but alcohol sort ofcompensates 

for not getting them.

THE GIN LIST

LONDON DRY
the most readily identifiable style of gin. london dry 
gins are juniper forward and must be at least 37.5%.

botanist islay dry/ 40% £6.3
jawbox belfast gin/ 43% £5.9
monkey 47/ 47% £9.3
sipsmith london/ 41.6% £5.5
vann lane/ 42% £5.0
dadarnley’s spiced/ 42.7% £7.4

AROMATIC & SPICED
these could also be considered modern gins, the 
category where the true visionaries are playing.

brockmans premium/ 40% £5.6
opihr/ 40% £5.5
sandhills/ 43% £6.4
vann lane winter spirit/ 42% £4.7

FREE SPIRITS
we’re millennials and still having a party in here.

seedlip garden/ 0% £3.5
seedlip spiced/ 0% £3.5
seedlip grove 42 citrus/ 0% £3.5

WORLD GIN
a bit of a catch all for 
anything that doesn’t fit 
neatly into any other 
category.

roku suntory japanese 
craft/ 
43% £5.7
sipsmith lsipsmith london cup/ 
29.5% £4.2

FLAVOURED
Dominated by a single flavour which is often added 
after the distillation process. Raspberry, rhubarb, sloe 
and elderflower are all popular flavours of gin. Often 
the liquid itself will take on the colour of the ingredient 
flavouring it.

brew dog lone wolf cloudy lemon/ 40% $4.4
hoxton coconut & grapefruit/ 40% £5.8
JafJaffa cake gin/ 42%/ £4.8
malfy rosa pink grapefruit/ 41% £6.0
puerto de indias strawberry/ 37.5% £5.9
sipsmith sloe/ 29% £6.0
Warner and edwards rhubarb/40%/ £4.6 
whitley neil blood orange/ 43% £5.6

HERBACIOUS &
FLORAL
herbacious & floral all use the same base process 
for distilling but use flavours other than the juniper 
berries, instead focusing on more botanical flavors 
and fragrances.

elephant/ 45% £7.8
da mhile seaweed/ 42% £4.4
gin mare/ 42.7% £7.0
hendhendricks/ 41.3% £5.8
silent pool/ 43% £6.0
twisted nose/ 40% £4.8



CRAFT BEER
MOST OF THE CRAFT BEERS ON HERE ARE SERVED IN #NANOKEGS E.G CANS OR BOTTLES.
IF PINTS ARE MORE YOUR KINDA GROOVE THEN LOOK FOR /PT OR ASK THE TEAM.

PALE ALE

DRAUGHT (per pint)
INDIA PALE ALE

PORTER & STOUT

other stuff

lager & pilsner

softies


